and by the Restore Hope operation and, as a consequence, it was at the time a relatively peaceful area. More than two hundred people are now reported dead in Garowe. Even this happy exception in the Somali tragedy is over. Some day we will know if, once more, foreign chess playing in the area is to be blamed for this disruption. Somalia, explain what they did, and ask for advise about how to express it in legal English.
We spent also a few days discussing, basic constitutional issues and other pieces of legislation. My expertise has proved useful in drafting the judiciary law now, so to say, "in place".
My philosophy was that of a humble translator. In a quite hard Islamic approach to Constitution drafting, that proved for me, risen as I've been in values of western leftist liberalism, an exercise in self disciplined cultural relativism. In the course of my life as a comparative legal scholar, I've been able to develop a fierce antagonism in front of any cryptic neo-colonial enterprise hiding behind universal assumptions about the law.
I have expressed my critical ideas, based on a fundamental law in context attitude, in a number of papers, some of which devoted to Africa 3 . A particularly critical one was presented at the World Bank 4 . I challenged the idea that law was like technology, easily transferable from one context (the rich and exploiting center) to another (the poor and exploited periphery). Law is a lively product of local people. It has no universal character 5 . In serving the Somali negotiators in Garowe, I had one and only one fundamental guideline. They were the masters and I was the servant. Whatever they would agree upon, assuming they were legitimate representatives of Puntland people, was the law for me. I would voice the interests of minorities when I thought it would be the case, but I would always assume that the negotiators were bringing the life into the law that we were helping to draft. Our fundamental beliefs as western scholars, imbedded in our tradition, should simply stay out of there as much as possible. Such beliefs simply would not help our understanding and, as a consequence, our capacity to provide the service we were there to offer. have 50% of the world's wealth, but only 6.3% of its population…our real task in the coming period is to devise a pattern of relationship which will allow us to maintain this position of disparity….we should cease to talk about the rising of the living standards, human rights and democratisation. The day is not far off when we are going to have to deal in straight power concepts. The less we are then hampered by idealistic slogans, the better".
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In the course of the cold war, the Kennan doctrine has been effectively carried on in the What is more troublesome however, is not the limited rate of success of western-centric constitutional experiments in contexts radically foreign to western notions of legality. Nor it is the self serving and self interest nature of much foreign aid, particularly when, as in the case of "low intensity democracy" exercises, its real aim is the development of smoother hegemonic relationships in order to pave the way to unrestricted corporate rapacity 17 . The real troublesome aspect is the reaction happening when such offers of democratisation and international aid in building a western-like legality is declined. When this is the case, the rhetoric of human rights and the rule of law, unevenly applied according to political If this cursory analysis is at least in part correct, the "rule of law" becomes a potentially very dangerous product that any scholar interested in truthful accounts of historical dynamics of power should handle with the utmost care in order to avoid being taken in by dominant mythology.
Even after the cold war, law still has a strong, very strong political element. Any attempt to characterize it as neutral hides a hidden agenda that limits the truthfulness of our perception 19 .
In order to understand what is going on and to give some meaning to the idea of legality in the Somali nation building success story the development of a common written Somali language, official after independence.
As 
Proposals for discussion
Two alternatives are in my mind possible, taking into consideration the fact that history can not be unmade and that contacts between Somalia and the international world, dramatic as they have been and are today, can not be avoided. We can sketch, for the sake of discussion and with no claim whatsoever of elaborating a detailed proposal, a top down and a bottom up alternative. It is not to be excluded that both can be fruitfully pursued in the long run.
In the first alternative the Supreme court could be granted the purse, by making it the recipient of international aid, provided that it can be engineered to show certain standards of impartiality and provided that it can be staffed in a way that makes its fairness perceived as real. It could be put in charge of avoiding and deciding conflicts between different, non territorial, political constituencies of the Somali people (wherever they are located) creating a light, quasi-private law system to substitute the thick notion of territorial State that should be Is all of any of this feasible? It would be arrogant for me to claim it is. Others, in particular our Somali friends, are in better conditions to tell if there is any hope that intellectual creativity can still play a role in Somalia. As a scholar it is my desire to still believe that human reason should have a role in exploring alternatives to war and destruction in approaching international problems. As an Italian and U.S. taxpayer it is my duty to assert, with the highest emphasis, that money should be used for intelligent institution building rather than for building destruction and death. We still have debts towards Somalia for shameful past deeds. Are we at the eve of contracting even more despicable ones, like those recently contracted in front of so many Afghani civilians crippled by Italian made mines and killed by U.S. made bombs? We will know this in the next few days.
